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SUMMARY

If differential interaction of elementary particles; with countiomcrs 

of ami.no acids exists and what role it m a y  play on the origin of life 

chirality are hitherto sot concluded. The controversial experimental 

results, the poor reproducibility of some positive evidence and the 

theoretical prediction of the effects which art; well below the 

threshold of experimental observation have spreaded the pessimistic 

view, A series of exper iteents were designed to retest the problem, The 

obtained data and the careful analysis on the reference data, however, 

favor the conclusion that there doea exist differential interact ion of 

elerrentsfy particles with D, L amino acids. The differences are truly 

trivia! Id magnitude, but it could be detected when the system is far 

from equilibrium (the primary stage), by instant me a s ur e m e n t  as the 

interaction. is still proceeding. If the system is &L the tkermodyharoic 

equilibrium state, the difference would not be detectable. If an 

effective, a m p ! if icat ion in involved in, the subtle difference w o u l d  be 

enlarged to the extent of formation of m a c r o s c o pi c a l l y  detectable 

chirality. So the possibilty that the a s y m m e t r icity of elementary



particles causes tie formation of terrestrial excess of one particular 

U o M r c M l d  not be excluded. This vie. m , „ pUill tie ,M g

ts i spu tat ion and the controversy among reports,

j 1 Positron Annihilation

Positrons (e*), emitted froa tie decaj of *» Kn, have h 

r ight-hfinded1 (sp in f i m i *  longitudinal pojar iiatioa. On tie bin is 

of their nn  experiments upon «»l k i l . t i «  of positron in ecantiomers 

ot m i n e  icids, Garay (1973, 1374; and Conte (198V) concluded tint

more triplet state' (o-Ps) »as fqroed from D- ijorsers of amino acids

respect to L-isomerfi. Bat these coaid k  duplicated !>v otter

researchers,

*E lrtves11gated the annihilation of positrons from U2Na in D-, L-, DL-

leueine, both sublimed and crystal 1 ized, by using gttma. spectroscopy. A

[* tio ° f °'87 of the °-Ps intensity between the sublimed sample-s of 

the two isomers were observed. But interestingly the difference 

f i s h e d  between crystallized D-snd l-samples. This supports that the 

uMierentia! interact ions of positrons with isomers of amino acids

#e«e detectable in sr> open, and far from equillibfitim system, The

f c b o k b  emphasized the distinction between crystal] ized and sublimed 

samp 1 es. The possible crystal effect to the stereoselectivity of 

eiementary particles may explain some of ike null results about

o o r itron annihilation in which crystallized staples of a variety of

organic compounds were used,

1 , 2 i,0S r - y°Y 3 - irradiation

W b suppose that the very small stereoselectivity of 3~ particles with 

is0Ir‘efs/ f SJTlino acids be not enough to form obviotis excess of one 
P&r l. icu jsr enantlomcr from raceme mixture if an effective 
amplification is not included, but the asymmetrical interactiop 0f 
P-'uenzed electrons -with B-, L-amino acids does exist. To prove this, 
*e fc6fited the free radical formation in 90Sr-eoY 0 -irradiated D- and 
wlenme. by KSR measurement. Irradiation was carried out at 77 K and 
tsu measurement were perrormea at room temperature soon after this



i r rad i at ioh. More radicals were produced in D- isarncr than in L- isome r,

but the cjxirasi 1-val capillary coltirnii GC analysis showed no measurable 

excess of any enantiojner, Selecting the temperature at 77 K was 

Important to keep the (3' particles from being interfered by the 

thermal movement a fid 'freeze* the formed radicals,

1, 3 60Co y - irradial ion

Mcrwitz (1976) and Norden (1985) observed the y  - induced decarboxyla- 

lion rate of D-amino ac ids was 2,7. and 2,0 times respective! y higher 

than that of L- isomers, We doubt that, the extrefiiely small energy

ai.fference of enant iomers due to the presence of parity violating1 weak 

neutral current in electromagnet ic interaction could cause so 

manifested chiral selectivity. The e u M  iaed I K  L- and DL-1 eit c i He in 

solid state were irradiated by 60Co Y - r a y  with the total dose of 100~ 

1000 Gy. The GC analysis of D, L - isomers, end C 0 2) H a and N H 3 (G vahes 

tip to 104) showed no accumulation of any particular eiiafitiomer. We 

deduced that in Merwjtz and Norden’s expefisnents some impurities 

induce a cascade process. Nordeii’ 8 observat ion that the large 

difference of radi o l y m  rate between the iemiets of sublimed samples 

ciifl not appear between that of crystallized samples confirms the

presence of the crystal effect.

ine above discuss ion supports our view that elensenlary particles do 

diff erential!y interact with enant iosiers of amino acids. Tbe difference, 

though very s m a 11. con 1d be detected by sensitive methods when the 

system is far from e q u i 1 1 ibrturn, but it could not cause macroscopic 
excess of one particular enantiomer without afi additive to faervfc as

the catalyst of an amp 1ication or to quench some path of the reaction,

i ii. i s additive was exemplif iedsii Akabosh iJ s d 1 scovery that asptirtie

scid is p r otected from radiation by the presence of alanine in the 

soiiit ion, So the effort to high! ighten the role of elementary particles 

in the origin of life chirality should not be given up, And rather 

than the pure reaction system that we are c u s l o m a r i zed in, the search 

for the possible additives which m ay  present in the primordial soup is 

highly w o r t h w h i 1e,


